Intricate decision making: ambivalences and barriers when fulfilling an advance directive
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Background: Despite a recent statutory ruling stating the binding nature of advance directives (ADs), only a minority of the population has signed one. Yet, a majority deem it of utmost importance to ensure their wishes are followed through in case they are no longer able to decide. The reasons for this discrepancy have not yet been investigated sufficiently.

Patients and methods: This article is based on a survey of patients using a well-established structured questionnaire. First, patients were asked about their attitudes with respect to six therapeutic options at the end of life: intravenous fluids, artificial feeding, antibiotics, analgesia, chemotherapy/dialysis, and artificial ventilation; and second, they were asked about the negative effects related to the idea of ADs surveying their apprehensions: coercion to fulfill an AD, dictatorial reading of what had been laid down, and abuse of ADs.

Results: A total of 1,260 interviewees completed the questionnaires. A significant percentage of interviewees were indecisive with respect to therapeutic options, ranging from 25% (analgesia) to 45% (artificial feeding). There was no connection to health status. Apprehensions about unwanted effects of ADs were widespread, at 51%, 35%, and 43% for coercion, dictatorial reading, and abuse, respectively.

Conclusion: A significant percentage of interviewees were unable to anticipate decisions about treatment options at the end of life. Apprehensions about negative adverse effects of ADs are widespread.
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Introduction

On September 1, 2009, the third amendment to the German Guardianship Law, known as the Advance Directive Act, came into effect. Even after the passage of the act, the spread of advance directives (ADs) has remained limited.¹–⁶ Even in selected groups, it reaches a maximum of 23%–31%.¹,⁴,⁶ This is in contrast to the positive attitude of a majority of patients and healthy people, who consider the drafting of an AD for themselves as meaningful and important.⁷,⁸ Such limited distribution in spite of the legislation is also being reported from other countries.⁹–¹¹ For this reason, some authors consider the institution of ADs to have failed.¹¹–¹³ Only by means of considerable effort, and in specifically selected groups, can the number of people who finally write an AD be increased.¹²,¹⁴,¹⁵

Many such directives are unclear and, consequently, of little help.¹¹,¹³,¹⁶ People show considerable insecurity in making decisions for treatment situations that lie in the future.⁶,¹⁶ Ambivalent attitudes toward life-sustaining therapies in critical phases of an illness, or close to the end of a person’s life, appear to be more the rule than the exception. It is unclear whether this is about a professional prejudice among medical
staff or a socio-empirically verifiable phenomenon. This implied ambivalence also explains why many people change the contents of their ADs after seeking advice.17

Whether it is fear of possible adverse effects of an AD that discourages people from drawing up such a document has so far not been sufficiently investigated.7 Such barriers have only been identified in a pilot study. In Germany, it is required by the legislature that an AD must relate to specific situations and terms of treatment.18 Otherwise, it is held not to be binding. In that case, health care teams may override what had been laid down in an AD. Moreover, it may be held that in such a case physicians are morally obliged not to follow the written will, but rather to act in the patients’ best interest. Yet, to do so they have to interpret what a patient’s best interests are under a given situation.

However, the existence of ambivalences and fears when filling out an AD is of significant importance. Both of these factors are an obstacle to fulfilling ADs. Moreover, according to the German law, an AD is held only to be binding if its content refers to concrete treatment options. Directives that are worded only in general terms do not have any binding force the law regulates.

Empirical proof of the extent of ambivalences on the part of patients with respect to medical treatment (or its omission) may be of immediate significance to the care of patients at the end of their lives. Such knowledge would also be of value with regard to interpreting ADs in particular in view of the ruling of the German legislature.18 In addition, it may have an impact on the debate about medical practices at the end of people’s lives, such as assisted suicide or euthanasia, which is just rising again in Germany.19

Studies of the barriers that interfere with the practical implementation of what had been laid down in ADs are mainly to deal with the problems of application of ADs, such as the inconsistency of their contents, or the availability of the documents at the time of making a decision, and so forth.6,11,13,20,21 Whether subjective fears are obstructive, and whether people ever consider themselves to be able to make life-changing decisions about the terms of treatment in advance, has not been sufficiently investigated to date, and where investigated it was done only in small samples of the population.22

In the present study, these issues have been investigated in a large sample of 1,260 patients and people who consult health care facilities for various reasons. The study is a part of an extensive investigation into the acceptance of ADs in the light of the German statutory rule. Results on the spread of ADs have already been published.2

Patients and methods
Patients/subjects
Patients and/or people who visited the general practitioners’ clinics, or family doctors specializing in internal medicine, in the Rhine-Main area, were surveyed using a structured questionnaire.20 Surgeries from the wider Rhine-Main area were involved. The participants were informed about the objective and contents of the study by the doctors who were treating them. The questionnaire was anonymized. The patients/people were asked to hand in the questionnaires to the staff in a sealed blank envelope or send it by post.

The questionnaire
The questionnaire was made up of 17 questions, some of them in several parts, and five case histories. It was developed in previous studies8,23 and contained a total of 47 items. The questions were particularly concerned with attitudes toward therapy approaches in cases of serious illness and where patients are unable to make their own decisions. There were three answers to choose from: the wish to receive the therapy/to refuse it/do not know.

Fears about any undesirable consequences of an AD, or barriers that may discourage a person from drawing up such a document, were enquired on the basis of three statements, where the respondents could give their views by agreeing or disagreeing.

• Those affected could be urged by someone to draw up an AD (coercion).
• Doctors could use the directive as the only basis for decision making – and no longer incorporate their specialist knowledge about the prognosis and type of illness in planning the therapy (dictatorial interpretation).
• Dependents and surrogates could press for a limit to the therapy, because an AD contains such content, even though the prognosis from a medical point of view may be favorable (abuse by dependents).

In addition, data about demography (age, self-assessment of state of health, marital status [with spouse, life partner, living alone], number and existence of children, age, sex, religion, and educational attainment) and knowledge about, and the existence of, Ads were collected.

Statistics
The statistical calculations were performed at the Institute of Medical Biometry, Epidemiology and Informatics in Mainz, using SPSS program package (IBM® Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). The relationship between categorical variables was examined by means of contingency tables and
the chi-squared test (and the Fisher’s exact test was used for fourfold tables), with the relationship between ordinal and categorical variables calculated using contingency tables. Furthermore, the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test was used for nonparametric distributions, or the Kruskal–Wallis test for more than two categories. Any associations of the answers with age were examined by describing the age distribution for each answer option (in box and whisker plots) and with the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney and the Kruskal–Wallis tests.

Ethics committee approval

The participants were informed about the intentions and the goals of the study in a written statement at the front page of the questionnaire. Participants’ consent was given verbally and was documented by the person who distributed the questionnaire in the respective institution. Verbal consent was considered sufficient as the survey and the evaluation of data were carried out strictly anonymously. The ethics committee of the Medical Council of the State of Hesse, Germany, which is the committee responsible for the review of studies according to German law, has approved the consent procedure and specifically approved this study.

Results

Demographic indications

A total of 1,260 people from 21 surgeries filled in the questionnaires. The important data on demography are summarized in Table 1. Approximately 17.7% of the sample live alone, the majority with partners, children, or other dependents; 15% of the sample have drawn up an AD, and 80% of the sample know about the mechanism of ADs.

Table 2 shows self-assessments of the state of health and indications of the frequency of pain. Interviewees were asked to select out of a list of answers – state of health: very good, good, well, poor, very poor; frequency of pain: no, occasional, regularly, permanent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Demographic characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Demographic characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean, range)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male/female, %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religiousness (self-assessment yes/no, %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest educational achievement (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher secondary education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification for university entrance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed apprenticeship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Self-assessment of health condition and the frequency of pain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Self-assessment of state of health</strong> (n=1,228)</th>
<th><strong>Self-assessment of frequency of pain</strong> (n=1,231)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers, %</td>
<td>11.64/41.29/36.97/9.28/0.81</td>
<td>39.48/41.51/14.46/4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therapy preferences when patients are unable to decide for themselves

Figure 1 shows the attitudes of the sample toward different therapy approaches in cases of serious illness (ie, incurable disease and advanced stage) and where patients are unable to make their own decisions (these are intravenous fluid injection; artificial nutrition; antibiosis for pneumonia; analgesia, even if consciousness may be clouded by painkillers; invasive measures such as chemotherapy or dialysis; machine-aided prolongation of life using artificial ventilation). With respect to all treatment options, the number of those undecided ranged from 24.9% (analgesia) to 43.5% (artificial feeding).

Associations with demographic indications, self-assessment of the state of health and religiousness, educational attainment, and the existence of an AD were calculated alongside the preferences for individual treatment options for each approach. The following observations stand out or are statistically significant:

- There was no association between the subjects’ self-assessment of the state of health, frequency of pain, and the attitude toward the given therapy approaches.
• There is an association between higher age and the attitude toward the options for intravenous fluid injection, artificial feeding, antibiotics for pneumonia, invasive measures such as chemotherapy or dialysis, and artificial ventilation. Older respondents more frequently refuse these treatments ($P<0.0001$ for each of these options).

• Respondents without ADs are more often undecided about intravenous fluids and artificial feeding. Of the respondents with ADs, 9% wanted artificial feeding. This figure was 34% for those without an AD ($P<0.001$). Respondents with an AD more frequently refuse antibiotics for pneumonia ($P<0.001$). Of the respondents with AD, 31% wanted dialysis or chemotherapy compared to 44% without an AD ($P<0.001$). Machine-supported ventilation was refused by 84% of the respondents with AD, compared to 59% of those without an AD ($P<0.0001$).

• The desire to receive intravenous fluids is associated with a higher formal educational attainment; 64.97% of university graduates demand this, whereas only 42.12% of lower secondary school leavers want intravenous fluid injection ($P<0.005$).

• People who live on their own exclude invasive dialysis or chemotherapy measures more frequently than people who live together with a partner or dependents ($P<0.001$).

The number of respondents differed among the questioned treatment options (intravenous fluid, $n=1,215$; artificial nutrition, $n=1,215$; antibiotic for pneumonia, $n=1,218$; analgesia, $n=1,222$; invasive measures such as chemotherapy or dialysis, $n=1,220$; machine-aided prolongation of life using artificial ventilation, $n=1,225$).

**Barriers against fulfilling an AD**

Figure 2 shows the frequency of emotional (subjective) barriers associated with fulfilling an AD.

![Barriers, yes vs. Barriers, no](image)

**Figure 2** Frequency of emotional (subjective) barriers associated with fulfilling an AD. Abbreviation: AD, advance directive.

Figures in percentage for the response yes/no regarding three types of negative consequences attributed to fulfilling an AD.

**Discussion**

To date, this study is the most extensive socio-empirical examination into the attitudes of patients and people toward therapy options with advanced illnesses and incapability to decide, as well as into fears of possible negative consequences from the presence of an AD. It explains the discrepancy observed to date in Germany and the US, for example, between the significance attached to the mechanism of an AD in public surveys and its rather limited distribution.5,7,8,10,11

The spread of ADs in the sample surveyed in this study corresponds with that in other investigations.3,6,10 The majority of the sample know about the mechanism of ADs (data not shown in this article).

The sample surveyed is not representative of the population of the Federal Republic of Germany. But a representativeness for people who seek help in health services can be assumed. It is, however, plausible to assume that interest in, and knowledge of, ADs is more widespread in the group that has been investigated than in the general population. The obstructions and barriers shown in this study toward fulfilling an AD are probably even more widespread in the population as a whole.

The number of patients/people who consider themselves to be uncertain is significant for all the therapy options given in the questionnaire (artificial feeding, antibiotic therapies for pneumonia, dialysis, and chemotherapy).

The “administration of intravenous fluids” is desired by a majority of respondents. Probably the administration of fluids is considered necessary for satisfying a feeling of thirst. The fact that, depending on the medical situation, intravenous fluids can also painfully lengthen the dying process obviously remains unconsidered in this investigation. In these cases, feeling thirsty can be satisfied in other ways (by moisturizing the mucous membranes, etc).

The results show that, for many people, stipulating certain therapy approaches is exceptionally difficult and that a decision made in advance is hardly ever possible, in particular, in the light of the German law demanding provision for concrete treatment options.31,16,22 This is consistent with the empirically found tendency, preferably not to follow decrees in the directives of other people.23

Pain management is, as expected, desired by an overwhelming majority of the respondents. In this investigation too, however, one-third of the respondents are also unsure or refuse this completely in cases where a clouding of consciousness is anticipated. This discovery had already been
ascertained in an earlier investigation of a small number of people which included a group of tumor patients. Approval of a pain management therapy that potentially clouds consciousness cannot be assumed for all patients. It is much more important to find out the wishes of the individuals concerned. These results suggest that the capacity for self-determination is rated higher than total freedom from pain.

In particular, these results are of importance in the light of the regulations in the German Advance Directive Act. This demands a specification of therapy measures that are desired or refused. This appears not to be possible for large number of people. This fact may justify physicians’ decision to override what had been laid down in an AD. On the other hand, overriding an AD is in contradiction to the very idea of AD which is meant to enhance patient’s self-determination. Hence, our findings support efforts to educate persons before fulfilling an AD.

We have found no association between respondents’ current state of health and the self-assessment of their religiousness in their answering behavior. Knowledge of the religious background of people who are undergoing treatment does not allow any inferences to be drawn concerning their attitude toward therapy approaches.

Higher age is more closely associated with a rejection of particular therapy options. This observation corresponds with the clinical and practical experience gained in other studies. This discovery also supports the efforts undertaken in pilot projects to offer support in the decision-making process to the elderly in retirement homes, and to chronically ill people, regarding medical treatments (including emergency care). Yet, younger people also benefit from guidance in drawing up ADs. Schöffner et al. have shown the influence of a consultation over several hours on the contents and design of ADs. The German Advance Directive Act does not allow for any obligatory consultancy before drawing up such a will. Yet, this is urgently advisable in view of the uncertainties shown up by this study.

The study also confirms in a large sample of respondents the significant spread of subjective barriers associated with ADs. This is in line with the findings made by our group in a preliminary study. A majority of interviewees fear that they could be coerced into drawing up such a document. One-third of the respondents see the danger that decrees laid down in an AD are implemented without being checked by the medical team, even if they could contradict the current best interests of their patient (dictatorial interpretation). In addition, >40% of the respondents consider that abuse by dependents is also possible. The spread of such fears has so far been completely underestimated.

The results of this study provide an explanation for the limited spread of ADs. As a consequence, efforts to implement strategies such as advance care planning seem warranted. Advance care planning offers attendance by caregivers in making decisions for future care. The concept has now become an established strategy to improve care for particular groups of patients. In the Western world, most people die in consequence of chronic illnesses. The worsening of such conditions, typical complications, and complexes of symptoms are foreseeable in the majority of cases. Hence, advance care planning provision needs to be integrated in the context of attending people with chronic illnesses. As studies have shown, the initiative to do this must come from doctors. This makes a change in the culture of medicine urgently necessary. Advance care planning may help to bypass barriers such as those found in our study.

A forward-looking discussion about the extent of treatment as well as about treatment options to be expected in the future, based on people’s current state of health and illness and prompted by attending caregivers, is an appropriate provision for future care. This approach should become a standard element of medical practice. Any written decrees could be helpful as part of the communication necessary for this.

Recognition of the mechanism of power of attorney over health issues must be seen as a further extremely significant alternative. Investigations show only a limited level of awareness of this option in Germany, among both patients and medical staff (nurses, carers, and doctors). And yet, patients predominantly wish for a representative decision made by people who have their trust, in combination with the team of doctors who are carrying out the treatment, as has been shown in one study. In case an AD is held to be too ambiguous, the presence of a health care proxy who may serve as a patient’s advocate is preferable to the alternative of but overriding an AD by health care teams. The results of our study support the idea of appointing health care proxies.

The strength of this study is in the size of the sample of respondents. No other investigation has been carried out into the issues around the barriers, and attitudes, to therapy options at the end of people’s lives with such a large number of respondents. A further strength is in its methodical approach. No interviews were carried out by a person who could influence the answers in accordance with any perceived social desirability. Instead, this survey was carried out without the influence of any interviewers.

There is a limitation, however, in the heterogeneity of the group. It can be assumed that patients with a specific experience of illness, including experience of advanced illness, have a different attitude toward decisions about therapy options.
made in advance than people who seek health care in a less threatened state of health. This assumption is supported by the fact that older people have a more negative attitude toward the majority of therapy options.

**Conclusion**

This study shows that a great uncertainty can be anticipated among people making therapy decisions in advance. Over and above that, it shows that there is a wide distribution of subjectively perceived barriers. Such barriers can only be overcome through open and honest communication within therapeutic relationships. A process of extensive advance care planning is recommended in this study, along with the nomination of a person with power of attorney over health issues, as alternative ways to ensure self-determination at the end of people’s lives.
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